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in Suleiman, at the solicitation of Don Joseph Nassi,
itened him with similar punitive measures against
Christians living in Turkey, if he attempted to carry
lis evil plans. The act of March 9, 1555, was the
,t.
ithin a space of approximately half a century these
Leal relations had, as one of their consequences, the
>lishment of wide commercial connections.   The eeo-
c ties between the various parts of the Empire and
sen the Empire and the outside world, were strength-
to a surprising degree.   This was especially true of
onnections with the various states of Italy.
30, it is a known fact that the city of Hamburg owes
rosperity to a large extent to the first bank founded
in the year 1620 by a score of Jews of Spanish,
iguese, and Dutch origin.   The history of that city
ireserved their names.   So was it with Turkey.   She
Benefited through financial credits secured by her
sh inhabitants due to relations with their coreligion-
n Europe.    The banking house founded by Dona
a Mendezia, the mother-in-law of Don Joseph Nassi,
tase in point.   This institution, with its branches in
erp, France, Flanders, etc., and its agencies at sev-
Turkish ports, was a great source of strength to the
, which they used very effectively when Pope Paul
arted to persecute the Jews living in Ancona.   The
of Turkey and those of Salonika systematically
>tted Ancona by sending their merchandise through
As a result, the former city completely lost its
tercial importance.
lew impulse to economic progress was the conquest
rria, Egypt, and Mesopotamia (with its center in
iad). "While Jewish communities had existed there
tany years prior to the conquest, they had no con-
>ns with each other. It was not until all these terri-
, were placed under the same political rule that a

